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Chairman’s Report
Rod catches for salmon continued to decline in 2017 and the collapse of
the once famed autumn run has had a severe economic impact on the
entire river. Jobs and livelihoods are now at risk. Against this background,
many of those who have a direct interest in the management and wellbeing of the fishery - Proprietors, Tweed Commissioners, boatmen
and anglers - are understandably questioning the activities of The
Foundation and how that impacts on the management policies of the
River Tweed Commission.
There is a compelling argument that the current low returns of
adult salmon are part of a long-term cycle of changing run timings.
It is therefore more important than ever that we adhere to the core
principles of maintaining a long-term Fisheries Management Plan
and making detailed stock assessments through electro- fishing, fish
counters and smolt traps. It is only by undertaking this core fieldwork
that we can target limited resources to where they are most effective
and accumulate the ammunition to, for example, take a more aggressive
stance towards predator control. One thing we are all agreed on is that
in an era of lower marine survival, maximising smolt production is the
only way available to us of increasing the numbers of returning adults
and I am confident the work done by The Foundation in coming years
will continue to enhance our ability to achieve that goal.
As you can see from this report, The Foundation staff continue to make
the most of their limited resources. They have undertaken a wide range
of routine monitoring of all species and have brought forward two
important projects on the Ettrick and Gala Waters. In that context, they
have worked closely with Marine Scotland Science and many other
Agencies directly involved in River Basin Management. They also, in
the current climate, have a pressing need to communicate what river
biologists do and why. A methodical evidence-based approach does not
give the instant solutions/actions that many people, understandably,
are anxious for but, during what is a difficult time for the Tweed Fishery,
they have retained all their enthusiasm and commitment to a very full
work programme.
Douglas Dobie
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Director’s Foreword
With the Tweed fishery currently experiencing leaner times, The Tweed
Foundation’s work is more important than ever in collecting the objective
data that informs key management decisions on future direction and, in
the eyes of some, salvation. The data collected by our small and extremely
dedicated biology team - from electro-fishing surveys, scale reading, fish
counters, bird counts, trout traps, acoustic tracking, invertebrate counts,
adult salmon exploitation surveys, egg counts, and smolt traps, to name
just a few of the methods employed - is of the highest quality in the
country, and allows us to make evidence-based management decisions.
This solid base of data (which started in the 1990s) now has real value: not
only does it increase our understanding of Tweed’s fish populations, it also
provides the information necessary to underpin applications for change
which assist in convincing Government and other agencies to implement,
and allow us to action, the most appropriate policies on our river.
2017 included a huge amount of planning work, headaches, and not
a little heartache, to commence the installation of two new facilities
on tributaries in the Tweed system. Whilst not completed during the
year, much preparatory work was undertaken to install a new VAKI
fish counting system on the Ettrick Water near Selkirk. The Tweed
Foundation is indebted to the Scottish Government for providing an
extremely significant contribution to this project, without which we
would not have been able to take it forward. More than ever, we need
sound data on our Spring Salmon stocks, and being able to install a
new fish counter - the first of its size and type in the UK - is a huge and
necessary step in enabling this important information to be gathered
once again after a gap of nine years. There is a progress report on Page
21, and you can follow fish counter updates via our Facebook posts.
The other new facility is on the Gala Water, a tributary with a
predominantly summer Salmon population. The Foundation has run
a fish counter here for 10 years and is now about to build an adjacent
smolt trap so that we can monitor the population leaving the tributary
as well as that returning to it. As the fish counter is the only way in which
fish can ascend the Skinworks cauld, this facility will allow us to monitor
the entire population -in and out: an incredibly useful resource. Future
years will allow us to expand the trap’s use for other studies. Some of
this data will also link with our work on piscivorous birds, providing
more information on the interaction between fish movement and the
accummulations of their predators in specific areas.
All exceedingly exciting, and vital, stuff!
One of The Tweed Foundation’s basic remits is education and, along
with the River Tweed Commission, we are providing more information
on our work, including regular updates to all the fishing huts, hotels and
tackle shops in the area, as well as making these available online.
Whilst the outlook in fishing terms may not look that bright at present,
trust needs to be placed, more than ever, in the tremendous biological
resource that we have which will help ensure that we reach the right
decisions to take the river forward.
Fay Hieatt

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Environment
Temperature Monitoring
Marine Scotland Science (MSS) temperature dataloggers are
now in place in various parts of the Tweed catchment (not
including the Whiteadder) and the data, downloaded by The
Tweed Foundation twice a year, is accumulating.

Rationale: With forecasts of changes in rainfall, flow
patterns and temperatures, it is important to try and
forecast impacts on fish habitats, so that any step to
mitigate these changes can be identified.

Map 1: Maximum predicted temperature for the Tweed catchment 2003 - 2014 (excluding the River Whiteadder)

The national network has sites for a very wide range of altitudes
and aspects (stream direction in relation to the path of the sun)
and other factors, so predictions for the Tweed area are not
made using only information from Tweed temperature loggers
(the black dots on Map1). One recent set of predictions made
from this data is of where the river has been hottest within the
years 2003-2014.

The pattern is broadly what would be expected, with the
coldest streams in the highest parts of the catchment. While it
might have been expected that the Leet (L on Map 1) would
be a warmer stream, it is a bit of a surprise to see the Kale (K),
Oxnam (O) and upper Bowmont (B) with similar temperatures.
The Ettrick (E), Gala (G) and Leader (LR) appear to have a cooling
influence on the main channel as does, more surprisingly, the Till
(T) on the lowest down part of the river.

National Scotland River Temperature Monitoring Network (SRTMN) network

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/marine/Salmon-Trout-Coarse/Freshwater/Monitoring/temperature
4
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Fish Populations

North Shields, where Drift Net Licences are held

The North-east England Drift
Nets and Tweed Catches
There has been a long history of controversy over the effect
of these nets on Tweed catches, but in one respect, they have
been useful to Tweed management in that their catches have
given information on Tweed stocks that is not affected by
angling conditions or effort. However, it was only after the buyout in 2002 reduced the number of Northumberland drift net
licences from 60 down to 14, that the relationship between their
reported catches and those of the Tweed actually appeared, as
shown in Graph 1.

Rationale: The movements and fates of Tweed
salmon at sea have always been poorly known due the
difficulties of finding and identifying them at sea, but if
a fully rounded picture of their state and of the impacts
on them identified, much better information is required.
Collection and collation of data on exploitation of
Tweed Salmon south of the Tweed is one strand of this.

The catches are lagged by one month for
comparability, so the drift net catches out
at sea are for July and August and for the
lower Tweed, August and September.
However, this strong positive correlation
between drift net and lower Tweed rod
catches which appeared after 2002,
disappeared in 2014 (Graph 2). Because
the Environment Agency changed
the categories in which catches were
reported in 2016 and has also introduced
combined drift net and coastal T-net
licences, the net data used now has to be
in the form of catches per licence issued,
and for Yorkshire and Northumberland
combined (there is, though, only a single
drift net licence for the former).

Graph 1: North Northumberland Drift Net catches July & August vs August & September Lower Tweed Rod catches

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Fish Populations
Going by the previous relationship, the numbers caught by the drift nets from 2014 to 2016 should have meant good catches in
the lower Tweed in August and September, more than double what were taken, as shown by the arrows on the graphs. In terms of
numbers, the rod catches “should” have been:

Graph 2: Northumberland & Yorkshire Drift Net catches July & August per licence vs Lower Tweed rod catches August & September

Drift net catch per licence,
Jul & Aug

Actual lower Tweed
rod catch Aug & Sep

Rod catch predicted
from drift net catch

2014

419.7

1660

3472

2015

520.6

1780

4009

2016

622.9

1357

4553

Table 1: Drift Net catches vs Actual and Predicted Rod catches

Interestingly, the same thing has happened with the rod catches of the Northumberland Tyne – there used to be a strong relationship
between July and August drift net catches and Tyne rod catches in August and September, but this has also disappeared since 2013
(Graph 3).

Graph 3: Northumberland & Yorkshire Drift Net catches July & August per licence vs all Tyne Rod catches August & September

6
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Fish Populations

A rod-caught Atlantic Salmon; the relationship between Tweed rod catches and the North East Drift Net catches is changing

It is not very clear what is going on here. Perhaps the simplest
explanation could be that the time of year at which the fish
are arriving off the coast has become earlier, so the drift nets
make good catches - but the fish are either entering the Tweed
and Tyne during the Summer months, when fishing effort is
low or fishing conditions poor or are delaying in entering
till the Autumn, by which time they have become stale and
uncatchable. That fish can go stale in the sea if their entry is
delayed was shown by Menzies (1920). If some fish stay out at
sea rather than going directly in to the rivers, and more are now
doing so from June onwards and fewer from August onwards,
this would give the drift nets more chance of catching them,
which would increase their catches even if total numbers
arriving off the coast were falling.

Some further information can be gained from the results from
the fish counter at Riding Mill, low down on the R. Tyne, though
the only monthly data that is available for the most recent years
is for Salmon and Sea-trout combined, Salmon generally running
at about 40% of the overall annual total at this site. These do
show recent increases for June, and very definite decreases for
October and November, when Salmon are likely to be the main
component. June and July rod catches on the Tyne, however, do
not show any firm increases, though catches were about 1,200
in 2016, they were only 6-800 in 2013-15. A link to the Riding Mill
count data is shown below.

River Tyne: Riding Mill Fish Counts

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/686664/Tyne_monthly_counts.pdf
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Fish Populations
Further indications that what has declined is a component of later arriving / later entering fish come from:(1) The relationship between June and July drift net catches and June and July lower Tweed rod catches has persisted, showing there
is no issue with earlier fish – June and July catches on the lower Tweed were, in fact, the second highest on record in 2016 (Graph 4).

Graph 4: Northumberland & Yorkshire Drift Net catches June & July per licence vs Lower Tweed Rod catches June & July 2003-

(2) the fact that the drift nets now catch only about a third of their salmon in August, compared to 50-70% in the past, while their June
and July catches have risen to about two thirds (Graph 5). Another indication that there has been a shift towards earlier arrival off the
coast is given by the fact that June catches now account for one third of the total, up from just 10% or so in the 1990s (Graph 5). In fact,
in 2016, slightly more fish were caught in June than in August.

Graph 5: Northumberland & Yorkshire Drift Net catches per licence per month

8
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Fish Populations
This all indicates that more of the fish are arriving earlier off the coast, and so within the drift net season, even if the total number
returning is falling. However, this change is being shown better in the drift net catches than in the rod catches of the Tweed and the
Tyne, affected as they are by angling conditions and effort, though the signs are there, as shown by these catch figures in Graph 6 from
a lower Tweed beat (note the increase in sizes as well as in numbers). In the 1990s, the relatively few fish being caught were mainly
small Grilse of around 4-5lbs. In the 2000s, most fish caught were from 5-8lbs, a mix of Grilse and Summer Salmon. By the 2010s, most
fish were 9-11lbs, Summer Salmon outnumbering Grilse and with a few fish over 20lbs as well. In these 25 years or so therefore, the
type of fish being caught in July and August has completely changed. This shows that what is happening on the river is not just about
numbers, the nature of the fish is changing as well.

Graph 6: Weight frequencies for a Lower Tweed beat

NB. The Environment Agency undertook a consultation on ‘Managing Salmon Fisheries in England and on the Border Esk’ in 2017, one aim of
which is to stop the taking of Salmon from the majority of net fisheries by 2019.

REFERENCES:
Menzies, W.J.M, 1920: Fishery Board for Scotland, Salmon Fisheries 1920 no. II. Notes on the Salmon of Thurso Bay. HMSO Edinburgh.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

Typical electro-fishing site on the Slitrig Water, a tributary of the Teviot

2017 Electro-fishing Results
Routine monitoring
Routine, triennial monitoring of electro-fishing sites for juvenile
Salmon and Trout continued this year on the Eden, Leet,
Whiteadder and Eye Water catchments, the results of which
are presented in an online interactive media format (Link on
Page 12).

Rationale: Monitoring the abundances of juvenile
Salmon throughout the catchment shows how well the
spawning areas are being filled with young. Knowledge
of variances between areas, and over time, is necessary
to distinguish between areas requiring restoration and
those that do not, or are just naturally poor.
While the main focus of the monitoring is for Salmon and Trout
fry, since 2014 we have also been sampling fine sediment at
every site to see if Lamprey are present and, if they are, we record
a simple measure of abundance for different sizes. A particularly
interesting output from this recording is a distribution map
for the neighbouring Eden and Leet catchments on the Eden
(Map 2), which shows Lamprey to be present at seven out
of the nine sites for the Eden, but absent at all 20 sites in the
Leet, despite there being abundant fine sediment habitat. The
reason for their absence is unknown, but it may well be related
to intensive agricultural practises in the Leet catchment and
certainly requires further investigation. This tallies with the near
absence of Salmon and Trout fry at most of the sites in the Leet
catchment. The presence of Lamprey above Stichill Linn is also
interesting as this is an impassable waterfall to migratory fish.
Lamprey either colonised this area when the waterfall was less
significant (probably immediately after the last ice age) or they
have been introduced upstream of this barrier by humans.

Salmon parr being measured at an electro-fishing site
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

Map 2: Presence and Absence of Lamprey in the Leet and Eden Water catchments during 2017 surveys

Monitoring the effects of the winter floods of 2015-2016
Whilst the regular monitoring continues to be of great
importance, finding out whether fry numbers at sites that
appeared to have been significantly affected by the winter
floods of 2015-2016 had returned to baseline levels was also
an important part of our work over the summer. If Salmon and
Trout numbers at sites sampled in 2016 returned to baseline
levels in 2017, particularly for fry (first year fish), then this would
provide further evidence that redd wash out and possibly
spawning disturbance had occurred on a catchment scale. As
detailed in the 2016 Annual Report, two types of electro-fishing,
quantitative and timed, were used to detect changes in juvenile
numbers that could be attributable to flooding.
Although the quantitative electro-fishing sites do not provide
the catchment coverage of timed electro-fishing, they do have a
longer series of data and they also monitor densities of parr, most
of which would have been fry in 2016 and would have been
spawned in the flooding period. In 2016, eleven out of fifteen
sites had results for Salmon fry that were either the lowest or
second lowest on record. As shown in Graph 7, average Salmon
fry densities clearly dropped in in 2016 but returned to baseline
levels in 2017, therefore highlighting 2016 as a very significant
‘blip’ in results.

A quantitative electro-fishing site on the River Teviot near Hawick

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon

Graph 7: Electro-fishing results from 1999 to 2017 showing the drop in numbers recorded during the 2016 monitoring season. (Data from 2012 is not included due to the small
sample size).

The quantitative electro-fishing for Salmon parr (one or twoyear-old fish) also show that for the sites repeated in 2017, nine
out of ten sites were the lowest on record. While it would appear
that less fry in 2016 have filtered through to less parr in 2017, it
also has to be remembered that with reduced competition due
to less fry in 2016, fish will have grown quicker and potentially
smolted at the end of their first year rather than remaining in the
river as parr.
The Tweed Foundation also carried out routine timed electrofishing monitoring of the Teviot and Till in 2016 in addition to
extra main stem sites on the Leader, Gala and Upper Tweed to
look at whether changes could be detected in a broad range
of catchments. As summarised in the 2016
Report, fry numbers at 62% of these sites
decreased by more than 50% compared to the
long term average. The 2016 Report further
noted that the Ettrick, which was also sampled,
did not have any detectable decreases in fry
numbers, probably because its Spring stock

spawned several weeks earlier and therefore avoided the effects
of streambed disturbance on vulnerable eggs. Due to time
constraints and a wet September in 2017, only the main channel
of the Leader Water and Teviot could be resampled. The
reduced numbers of Salmon fry in 2016, and the subsequent
recovery, are particularly obvious in Map 3 of the Teviot, which
shows categorised results for each site: from left to right for three
different years before 2016, then the results for 2016, and finally
for 2017. There is a clear drop at the majority of sites from ‘High’
to ‘Very High’ categories (green) before 2016 to ‘Moderate’ or
lower (red, orange or yellow) in 2016, before a return to baseline
levels in 2017.

Electro-fishing results
https://arcg.is/1WvTf4
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Salmon fry and parr awaiting release at an electro-fishing site
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Monitoring Juvenile Salmon
Conclusions

Map 3: Map of the electro-fishing sites on the main channel of the Teviot comparing the numbers of Salmon fry found in 2016 to the years before and after

The complementary sampling provided by the quantitative and
timed electro-fishing provides further evidence that the winter
floods in 2015-2016 had a strong effect on Salmon fry abundance
in 2016 and on parr abundance in 2017 for areas with Summer
and Autumn spawning fish. Changes on this geographical scale
have not been detected before in the Tweed District. Previously,
the only other large decrease in Salmon fry recorded had been
on the Gala Water, when an extreme snow melt event coincided
with alevin emergence. At present, there is no evidence for
the reduced number of adult spawning Salmon affecting the
production of juveniles.
The results from the Tweed fit with unpublished results from
the Northumberland Tyne and from other East Coast rivers in
Scotland. What is remarkable is that these results have not been
documented and reported on at a national level in Scotland.
However, a consistent monitoring regime in Scotland will be
tested in 2018, which will go some way to addressing this issue
if it was to happen again.

The next question is whether reduced juvenile numbers will
translate in to less smolts going to sea and therefore less adults
returning in 2018, 2019 and 2020. As we did not have a smolt
monitoring system in place in 2017, we do not have the ability to
compare smolt output to previous years, or look at the effect of
reduced competition from less fry on smolt age. The installation
of a smolt trap on the Gala Water in 2018 will start to address this
gap in our monitoring network.
With the recent decline in Grilse numbers and stable numbers
of multi-sea-winter Salmon, we can speculate that if most
fry smolted after one year due to increased growth from less
competition and then spent two years at sea, the most likely
year to detect reduced catches from reduced smolt output will
be in 2019. However, the various combinations of 1 or 2 years in
the river and 1 or 2 years at sea will potentially spread the effect
of reduced smolt output between 2018 and 2020, helping to
minimise the effect on catches.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Bird Predation

Flock of Cormorants over Mertoun

Rationale: There are significant populations of fisheating birds on Tweed and, as smolts are the “end
product” of up to three years of freshwater life, any loss
to predation is irrecoverable and results in fewer adult
Salmon returning

The issue of bird predation by Goosanders and Cormorants
continues to be of great concern to all on the river. With the
recent decline in rod catches, there is a strong case for greater
protection for every smolt passing down the river to try and
compensate for the reducing return rates of adults from the sea.
A licence to mitigate economic damage continues to be issued
by Scottish Natural Heritage to the River Tweed Commission
every year based on a comprehensive report using data
collected by The Tweed Foundation, which includes bird count
numbers in January, April, May and October. The licence is issued
predominantly to allow scaring of the birds. An improvement
in Tweed's licence was made this year with an extension being

agreed to also cover the winter period - from the beginning of
October to the end of May, rather than just the period of the
smolt run - February to April - as in previous years.
A central part of the licence application is providing data on bird
numbers for the main stem of the Tweed from Ettrickmouth
down to Berwick and at the bottom of the Teviot and Till
tributaries. All of the counts in different months confirm that
there has been no increase in the number of Goosanders on
the main river, although there is significant annual variation,
particularly in January and October. Cormorant numbers have
increased in the last few years, mainly due to the growth of a
significant roost on the Middle Tweed.
An important question is whether the counts carried out on the
main river are an accurate index that reflects the abundance of
Goosanders in the whole catchment, a point which has been
raised by the licence provider. Using more extensive catchment
surveys carried out between 1994 and 2002, we have defined
the relationship between numbers in the main channel and
principle tributaries in the Tweed catchment (Graph 8). With the
help of 37 trained volunteers, we repeated this survey and the
results demonstrated that the relationship between numbers in
the main river and tributaries in 2017 fit with the data previously
collected. This continues to prove that that the main river count
is a reliable index for the catchment population as a whole, and
that more counted on the main channel means there are more
on the tributaries.

Male and female Goosander
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Bird Predation
There are many questions of management importance that
continue to be unanswered:
• whether scaring has any effect on predation
• whether birds preferentially choose to feed around man made
weirs
• whether there are any changes in diet since the last studies
were carried out in the 1990s.
Several rivers, including Tweed, have shown high losses of
smolts down the river (as high as 80%), but the effect of tagging
on the chances of a smolt being predated on is still something
of a question, and may well be a contributing factor to survival
success. To start progressing the investigation of some of these
important management questions, The Tweed Foundation has
now started working with The Game and Wildlife Conservation
Trust. Due to delays in the application and licensing process,
the project should now start in 2018 and, if successful, a more
comprehensive project is planned to follow on.

Cormorant on the bankside at Lower Floors

Graph 8: Goosander surveys carried out between 1994 and 2002 were used to define the relationship between numbers in the main
channel and principle tributaries in the Tweed catchment

A summary of Goosander study this work can be found at
http://arcg.is/1zijHK.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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The Hatchery Question
The recent changes in Tweed
catches has inevitably raised
the question of hatcheries and
what they can do. The first
point to make though is that
the particular situation we are
in today is not a uniform decline
in all stocks, but a change from
the main run being in Autumn,
providing large numbers of
fresh-run fish for anglers at a time
of year when angling conditions
are usually good, to (so far)
Summer, when flow levels and
fishing conditions are much less
suitable for angling – hence the
numbers of uncatchable “black
fish” seen in the Autumn. This
change, more specifically the
decline in Autumn Grilse, is
Female Salmon on a redd in a burn flowing in to the Upper Tweed
being seen throughout Britain,
as shown by the Environment
Agency’s figures for rod caught fish in England and Wales for
There are, too, a lot of mistaken ideas about what hatcheries and
1992-2016, which show that since 2014 more multi-sea-winter
stocking can do. Hatcheries are not new, the first in Scotland, the
(MSW) salmon have been caught than grilse (one-sea-winter),
Stormontfield rearing ponds on the Tay, started in 1852. Here, to
the changeover coming from a very steep decline in grilse
begin with, salmon fry from artificially fertilised eggs were reared
numbers and a smaller rise in salmon numbers (see, for example,
till they became smolts and left the ponds (Drummond, 1914).
Figure 2 in Appendix 2 of the EA’s report on the current state of
This developed into stocking with eggs and fry and became a
salmon stocks*).
widespread practice throughout the country with million egg
capacity hatcheries on the Spey and the Helmsdale by the end
of the 19th century.
This sort of change in the timing of the main run from Autumn
to earlier in the year, and from Grilse to Salmon has occurred
before, around 1910. The reverse change, from earlier to later,
This was all based on the idea that by adding more young
Salmon to Grilse, also happens and did so around 1800 and
salmon to a river, a significant increase in returning fish would
again in the 1960s. Such large scale changes must have large
be gained. This idea is still current, but has long been proved
scale causes and, as The History of Tweed Salmon** video shows,
to be incorrect. This is because the assumptions that originally
this is the temperature in the northern Atlantic – when colder,
supported the idea of stocking were wrong, the main one of
Grilse dominate, when warmer Salmon dominate.
these being that the natural reproduction of salmon was very
inefficient. This came from the calculation that since female
salmon had large numbers of eggs, the total number of eggs
Any idea therefore that a hatchery could increase the
deposited in a river must be huge – but as numbers of adult
numbers of Autumn Grilse suffers from the obvious point that
salmon returning were not similarly huge, the conclusions were
a hatchery smolt is going to meet exactly the same conditions
that natural fertilisation was inefficient and that eggs were
out at sea that a wild smolt meets. Even if some genetic strain
subject to enormous predation, even when buried in the redd
that would only give fish returning as Autumn Grilse were
and so most were “wasted”.
found (and that this behaviour could survive the artificiality
of hatchery rearing) the conditions at sea are against this
form of life-history at present, so the rate of return would be
poorer than for other runs.

*Environment Agency report:
The current state of salmon stocks

https://consult.environment-agency.gov.uk/
fisheries/managing-salmon-net-and-rod-fisheries/
user_uploads/appendix-2_the-current-state-ofsalmon-stocks_finalupdated.pdf
16
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**The History of Tweed Salmon
(https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5DjuyMzxpt4 )

The Hatchery Question
This idea that the natural fertilisation rate of eggs was very poor
was to have a long history, though there were always some who
doubted it. Estimates of natural fertilisation efficiency varied –
the Royal Commission of 1901 did not feel able to accept the
views of one witness who had told them that only 200 out of
every 10,000 eggs were fertilised in the wild, but was unable
to find any real evidence and recommended research on the
issue. The then Inspector of Salmon Fisheries for Scotland, W.L.
Calderwood pointed this out again in 1912, saying that as there
was no actual knowledge of the fertilisation rate in the wild, it
was not appropriate to use the high rate for artificial fertilisation
to justify hatcheries (Calderwood, 1912). A paper in the Salmon
and Trout magazine of April 1914 took a success rate of 20% as
being appropriate for natural fertilisation (Armistead, 1914) and
there are many other such examples.

Women picking eggs at a Salmon Hatchery

The scale of the revolution in thought that the first actual facts on
natural fertilisation caused can be seen from the way they were
reported in the editorial of the Salmon and Trout magazine, No.
90, March 1938:
“What amounts to a complete reversal of existing ideas on the
efficiency of natural spawning in salmon and trout comes to us
from New Zealand”.
This was a report of the work of D. F. Hobbs on the spawning of
Brown-trout and Quinnat Salmon (Hobbs, 1937):
“Hitherto, it has always been tacitly assumed that fertilisation of fish
eggs was a very inefficient affair. Most writers have insisted on the
very poor results, numerically, which could be expected from natural
fertilisation.”
“Some writers have put fertilisation of eggs as low as five per cent
others have suggested ten per cent as a good average and very few
have put fertile results as high as fifty per cent…..”
It seems strange now that actual information on natural
fertilisation, the belief in the inefficiency of which was the
major foundation for the huge resources put in to hatcheries
and stocking in the 19th and early 20th century took so long to
be found. This is even more so when the work involved was
so simple, just identification of redds then their digging up,
needing only clear water, shovels, nets and buckets. This sort of
work was repeated for Atlantic Salmon by Prof. J. W. Jones of

Liverpool University in the late 1940s and published in his New
Naturalist book, The Salmon (Jones, 1959).
The other original assumption that supported stocking was that
nursery areas were under-stocked due to the great wastage of
eggs and heavy predation on fry and parr. Until electric-fishing
started in the 1960s it was not possible to know what levels
of juvenile salmon could be found in rivers so it was very new
information when it turned out that natural reproduction was
actually rather good at filling these up - and that therefore there
was little or no spare food and space for any extra fry or parr
from hatcheries. Any stocking of eggs or fry on top of more or
less fully stocked natural populations can not have any useful
effect, and probably almost all stocking before the 1960s was of
this sort. While this was actually pointed out as long ago as 1914
(Armistead, 1914) it didn’t make any difference.
The early realisation that huge numbers of salmon eggs must be
deposited in rivers because female salmon had so many eggs
was, of course, correct – the present day rule-of-thumb is that
just 200 x 8lb female salmon will give a million eggs. What was
not realised was that these huge numbers underwent a massive
self-thinning process to get down to what could actually be
supported by the food and space available. These losses are
not “wastage”, they result in only those young salmon that are
very best adapted to their local conditions surviving (one of
the disadvantages of hatchery rearing is that it “keeps the runts
alive” – the fish that should not survive). This misunderstanding
also prevented people in the past from realising that it only takes
a relatively small number of spawning adults to fully stock a river
with fry for the next generation (though from an angling point
of view, as many adults as possible are wanted).
Since both the assumptions that originally justified stocking
were false, it is no surprise that any real evidence for increased
runs of salmon resulting from the sort of stocking carried out
for most of the history of hatcheries could not be found. This
is made clear in a 1932 publication The Artificial Propagation of
Salmon: A report by an Interdepartmental Committee on the need
for, and possibilities of, an experiment to test its value (Anon, 1932).
The introduction of this report states the situation at the time:
“The possibility of increasing the stock of salmon by means of
artificial propagation has been a subject of much controversy for
many years. There can be no question that many trout fisheries
have been much improved by artificial hatching and, therefore,
it has been assumed by many that our salmon fisheries might be
improved in the same manner. There is, however, no proof that this
is the case, and such evidence as exists is equivocal.”
This, it should be remembered is exactly 80 years after the
opening of the Stormontfield ponds – still no evidence that
stocking had ever had any worthwhile benefit. While this
committee made a recommendation that a thorough research
programme be carried out to answer the question, government
cut-backs at the time prevented this.
Support for stocking has varied over the years and there is
quite a history of hatcheries opening and closing on rivers .

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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The Hatchery Question
The late Dr. W.M. Shearer used to say that hatcheries were like
wars: every generation had to try them for themselves! Recent
evaluations of stocking have been able to use new and better
techniques, such as miniature coded wire tags for very small fish
and most recently, the genetics of the broodstock themselves
– their descendants can be identified if the crosses made in the
hatchery are recorded.
Two examples of recent assessments of the returns from
stocking can be given, from the Northumberland Tyne and
from the Spey. On the former there is a hatchery at Kielder,
which is subsidised by compensation payments for the
flooding of 7-8% of the catchment area of the North Tyne made
by the local water company. A legally required “mitigation” for
this is the stocking of 160,000 juvenile salmon a year in to the
Tyne (APEM, 2008) though more than this are usually stocked.
An assessment of the returns from such stocking was made in
the River Tyne Salmon Action Plan Review 2008 carried out by
APEM (2008) which showed that only a few percent of the fish
caught by anglers from 1996 to 2006 had been stocked fish,
much less than those that could be attributed to the buying
out of most of the drift nets. Stocking levels for this period were
around 400,000 per year.

the study years. Similar results were observed for the broodstock
from 2008-2010 when they were tested for being offspring from
earlier years of broodstock. The broodstock sample from 2009
had the highest proportion of hatchery-origin fish at 3.1%.
It should be noted that on the Spey stocking is into areas of
the catchment that are not accessible to migrating salmon.
This gives the best chance possible of survival to the
stocked fish as they do not have to compete with wild fish.
On the Tyne stocking is also in to areas which are regarded
as having lower than expected levels of juveniles and where
spare carrying capacity can therefore be expected.

A second example comes from the Spey, where “genetic
tagging” was used to find the number of fish descended from
broodstock that actually turned up in anglers’ catches or in
hatchery broodstock collections. A link to the full report can be
found at the end of this article. The summary of this report is:From 2008-2012, 113-299 [rod caught] individuals per year were
screened and compared to broodstock in the previous years.
Among the rod catches, between zero (2010) and four (2011)
fish in any given year could be traced back to the hatchery as
both parents were identified from the genetic analysis and the
cross was confirmed by the breeding records as having taken
place. These proportions in the rod catches translate to 0%-1.8%
of the fish returning to the Spey being of hatchery origin across

Three winners and a loser from the Douglas Burn, September 2010

The River Ranga, Iceland
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The Hatchery Question
Despite the new techniques, the results have been the same as
in the past – no great value can be found from stocking in to
rivers that have significant natural production as well. Confusion
is, however, caused by results from stocking in to rivers that
have little or no natural reproduction, the best known of these
being the Ranga in Iceland. This is a river whose lower salmon
fishing zones support less than 40 rods and has a short fourmonth fishing season. Natural reproduction in it is not possible
because the bottom of the river is smothered in volcanic ash but
stocking has produced a successful fishery. Where there is no
natural reproduction, stocking will obviously produce fish, the
issue comes down to economics and other factors such as the
proportion of returning fish that get caught. If this is high, then
fewer smolts need to be produced and stocked to get adequate
catches, so reducing costs. In fact, if the economics work, a large
enough hatchery on any small enough stream can produce a
salmon fishery, but this cannot scale up enough to make any
difference on a large river where natural production already
produces tens of thousands of fish, high catch rates cannot
be engineered and different runs of fish come in to the river at
different times over long fishing seasons.
While the original justifications for stocking turned out to
be false, there is a place for hatcheries at particular times and
places, mostly to re-distribute eggs and fry to places where
salmon cannot reach, if this is economically justifiable. Where
salmon have access and natural reproduction is unaffected by
water quality or other environmental issues, stocking has little
purpose – and may well do genetic and other harm. Salmon are
actually very good at reproducing themselves as can be shown
by the way they can rapidly recolonise areas once obstacles are
removed as can be seen from the electro-fishing history of the
Whiteadder after it was opened up again:
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1988

7 sites, average Salmon Parr density of

0.7 per 100 m2

(at 1 site out of 7)

1996

same 7 sites, average Salmon Parr density of

16.1 per 100 m2

(at 6 sites out of 7)

2000

same 7 sites, average Salmon Parr density of

21.3 per 100 m2

(at 6 sites out of 7)

2002

same 7 sites, average Salmon Parr density of

20.1 per 100 m2

(at 7 sites out of 7)

2005

same 7 sites, average Salmon Parr density of

21.6 per 100 m2

(at 7 sites out of 7)

(Note: in 1988, Fry were found at five out of the seven Whiteadder sites, though in single figures at three of these.
Table 2: Electro-fishing results from the River Whiteadder after the removal of obstructions to fish passage

Use of genetic parentage to assess hatchery contribution of Atlantic salmon on the River Spey
https://www.speyfisheryboard.com/wp-content/uploads/downloads/2013/12/Spey-hatchery-final-report.pdf
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Counting
Gala Fish Counter
Having not been able to produce a counter total for the Gala
in 2016 due to a fault in the updated counting software, it
was important that a total for 2017 was produced, particularly
with the recent decline in Autumn Salmon catches. Thankfully
there were no issues with the counter operation through
the year and totals of 1,192 Salmon and 1,579 Trout were
recorded. Graph 9 shows that the 2017 figure is very close
to the average (only 100 less than the long term average)
and the estimated egg deposition exceeds the estimated
target of 700 eggs per 100 m2 by 2,576,958 eggs. The Gala
counter data therefore continues to show that the number of
returning adults greatly exceeds the target deposition rate to
fully stock the Gala Water further upstream with juvenile fish.
Set against the recent decline in the numbers of Autumn fish,
these results may appear surprising. The simplest explanation is
that most of the fish returning to the Gala are summer fish, which
indeed the radio-tracking of 1994-96 showed to be the case. This
run of fish does not appear to have decreased in recent times
(and may indeed be increasing).

Rationale: The most basic need of a stock is that
enough fish should escape all the pressures on them
to spawn and fully seed their nursery areas for the next
generation and this is best known if the fish of each
species and stock can be counted

Whiteadder Fish Counter
Unfortunately an accurate count for the Whiteadder could not
be completed for 2017 due to some water ingress into the
scanner that detects fish movements; this took several months
to repair.

Graph 9: Gala fish counter numbers, the estimated numbers of eggs they were carrying and the egg deposition targets for the area upstream of the counter
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Counting
Ettrick Fish Counter
Although the new Ettrick fish counter installation was not
completed in 2017, a considerable amount of planning work was
undertaken to ensure it would be in place in 2018. An important
requirement of the installation is that the correct water flow is
maintained down the fish pass to activate the Larinier fish pass
baffles and ensure that there is enough attractant flow at the
entrance to the pass. To demonstrate that the counter would
not reduce the flow down the pass below a critical threshold,
which is specified by SEPA as a licence requirement for the
site, baseline flow measurements were commissioned by an
external contractor specialising in hydrological measurements.
A management agreement has also been developed with the
owner of the site to formalise arrangements regarding the
operation and maintenance of the fish counter. With all of these
preparations completed, installation took place in April 2018.
Updates on the installation can be found on the Tweed News
website and The Tweed Foundation’s Facebook page.

The Murray Cauld on the Ettrick with the fish pass next to the hydro facility

Taking flow measurements in the Ettrick fish pass before the new counter is installed

This fish counter has been provided with the support of The Scottish Government

Ettrick fish counter video
https://en-gb.facebook.com/
TheTweedFoundation/

The Tweed Foundation is also most grateful for the support of Philiphaugh Trust Estate
and Philiphaugh Hydro Ltd in connection with the Ettrick fish counter project

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Brown Trout
Rationale: Determining and defining the stocks of
Brown trout within the Tweed system and their life
histories, including investigation of growth patterns
and size ranges, and establishing the structure of trout
spawning populations on a representative sample of
burns. Creating an inventory of the quantity and quality
of juvenile habitat for Brown trout, surveying juvenile
stocks and collection of data on, and analysis of, trends
in rod catches. Estimation of exploitation rates and
monitoring of adult Brown trout populations trends and
characteristics.

Just as the catches can vary between different parts of the Tweed
catchment within a single year, the overall trend seen over the
last 12 years varies between different areas as well. Whilst the
variability in catches is such that a poor year for catches can be
immediately followed by a good year (e.g. the average catch
rate from the Lower Tweed in 2014 was almost three times that
seen in 2013), most areas are showing an overall upward trend
in catches of oversize trout. The exceptions to this are the Middle
and Lower Tweed whose oversize catches showed only a slight
change (the Middle Tweed showing a slight increase and the
Lower Tweed a slight decline). The trend in undersize catches
varies considerably between different areas.

Fishing on the River Teviot

2017 Brown Trout Catches

A total of 61 Brown trout catch log books were returned for the
2017 fishing season covering 14 different Angling Association
waters, 628 fishing trips and 1,774 hours of angling effort. The
Brown trout catches in 2017 varied considerably between
different parts of the Tweed system, and showed no
overall trend – possibly indicating that factors other
than fish numbers were having a significant impact
on the catch rates during 2017. When compared
to its own 10 year average, the Teviot performed
the best during 2017 with catches of undersize
trout (<10”) and oversize trout (10” and over) that
were 42% and 30% above average respectively. The
Ettrick and Yarrow performed poorest with catches
that were 50% and 25% below average respectively.
All other areas showed varying degrees of above or
below average catches (as summarised in Table 3)
all of which fell within the natural variation seen
within the catches collected to date. Whilst some
of these areas saw above average catches and
some below, none of them recorded anywhere
near either their best or worst catch rates.
Brown Trout caught on Upper North Wark, May 2017
Area

% Change Undersize

% Change Oversize

Upper Tweed

-35%

+13%

Catches of trout between 12” and 16” below average, catches of trout over 16” double the
average

Middle Tweed

-37%

+5%

Above average catches of trout between 10” and 14”, catches of trout over 14” below average

Lower Tweed

0%

-20%

Catches of trout between 10” and 14” well down, catches of trout over 14” above average

Ettrick/Yarrow

-50%

-25%

Catches of all sizes of oversize Brown trout below average, except Brown trout over 20”

Teviot

+42%

+30%

Catches of trout between 10” and 18” above average, catches of trout over 18” below average

Whiteadder

+19%

-15%

Catches of trout between 10” and 14” above average, catches of trout over 14” well below
average

Oversize Brown Trout Size Summary

Table 3: The catch rates from different parts of the Tweed catchment compared to their individual 10 year average
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Brown Trout
Tweed Brown Trout Male:Female Ratios
In early 2017 a collection of 90 scale samples from Brown trout of 34cm and over from the Upper, Middle and Lower Tweed (30 from
each area) were sent off to Marine Scotland’s Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory at Faskally. The scales provided a sample which could
be analysed to genetically determine the sex of the individual Brown trout from which the scale samples were taken. The only other
way of accurately determining the sex of a Brown trout caught during the fishing season is to kill it and open it up, something we
are unwilling to do in the numbers required. The male to female ratio of 34cm+ Brown trout from all areas turned out to be close to
50:50 (Table 4). There is also a near perfect 50:50 male to female ratio for all sizes classes of trout when they are separated into three
size classes (34-40cm, 41-50cm & 50cm+). As many of the larger trout will have spawned previously this possibly suggests that post
spawning and winter survival rates are similar between both sexes.
Upper Tweed

Middle Tweed

Lower Tweed

Male:Female Ratio = 1.1 to 1

Male:Female Ratio = 1 to 1.5

Male:Female Ratio = 1.3 to 1

Table 4: Male:Female ratios found in different parts of the main stem of Tweed

66cm Upper Tweed Brown Trout. Genetic analysis showed this Trout to be female

This male:female ratio varies from that seen in spawning population studies conducted in trout spawning burns in the Lower and
Middle Tweed, Tweed tributaries and the lower reaches of the Upper Tweed where the Brown trout are predominately male (the
females go off to sea as Sea-trout) and only occasionally get over 34cms. This confirms that, in contrast to many of the smaller
Brown trout, the “larger” Brown trout within much of the main stem of the Tweed do not spawn locally and have probably migrated
significant distances downstream; these fish come from spawning populations where the sex radio is equal, ie. where both males and
females are large Brown trout. Most burns examined so far have had many small male Brown trout and a few large female Sea-trout
as their spawners. As such, any work to protect or enhance spawning grounds and juvenile production for larger Brown trout within
Angling Association waters needs to be looked at on a catchment basis, rather than more locally. This work on male:female ratios
forms part of a range of studies aimed at establishing where the Brown trout within different Angling Association waters spawn. Other
work includes spawning population studies in burns, Stable Isotope Analysis (reported on in more detail in previous Annual Reports,
available on our website) and tracking studies (see Page 26).
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Brown Trout
Brown Trout Spot Pattern Recognition
During 2017 The Tweed Foundation continued its appeal for anglers to take and submit photographs of their Brown trout catches of
14” (35cm) and over. The photographs allow us to identify individual Brown trout from their spot pattern, all data being entered into
a database and spot pattern recognition software used to quickly assess whether a photograph matches with one of the hundreds of
others in the database. The purpose of the study is to look at Brown trout angling recaptures and, where possible, movements of the
Tweed’s larger Brown trout during the fishing season.
Angling recaptures
Several anglers submitted photographs of the Brown trout they caught during 2017. The number of photographs submitted by
Angling Association are summarised in Table 5, whilst Table 6 gives details of the 2017 Brown trout angling recaptures.
Angling Association Peeblesshire
No. Pictures 2017

27

Gala

Melrose

St Boswells

Kelso

Coldstream

Selkirk
(Ettrick/Yarrow)

Berwick/
Whiteadder

41

20

8

10

9

4

3

Table 5: 2017 trout pictures submitted by Angling Association

Trout ID

Date and Place Where
First Caught

Date and Place of Recapture

Recapture Interval/Movements

Recapture A

01.05.2017 at Fairnilee

05.05.2017 at Fairnilee

4 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture B

07.05.2017 at Sunderland Hall

07.05.2017 at Sunderland Hall

0 days/caught twice in same
day in same location

Recapture C

13.04.2017 at Wark

10.05.2017 at Wark

27 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture D

24.07.2016 at Melrose

21.05.2017 at Melrose

301 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture E

30.05.2016 at Walkerburn

22.05.2017 at Holylee

357 days/recaptured approx. 1-2km
downstream from original capture

Recapture F

01.06.2016 at Juniperbank

23.05.2017 at Juniperbank

356 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture G

28.05.2016 at Lynefoot

24.05.2017 at Lynefoot

361 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture H

16.05.2017 at Boleside

25.05.2017 at Boleside

9 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture I

16.05.2017 at Glenkinnon

26.05.2017 at Glenkinnon

10 day/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture J

17.05.2017 at Abbotsford

29.05.2017 at Abbotsford

12 days/recaptured in the next “pool”
upstream from original capture

Recapture K

23.05.2016 at Boleside

31.05.2017 at Boleside

373 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Recapture L

29.04.2017 at Lynefoot

03.06.2017 at Lynefoot

35 days/recaptured in the next “pool”
upstream from original capture

Recapture M

17.05.2017 at Abbotsford

15.06.2017 at Abbotsford

29 days/recaptured in same
location as original capture

Table 6: 2017 Brown trout recaptures
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Brown Trout

A 45 cm Brown trout from the Upper Tweed caught on 30th May 2016

The same Brown trout (at 52 cms) caught 357 days later, on 22nd May 2017, approximately 1km downstream of the original capture site

As the anglers participating represent only a
small fraction of the Brown trout anglers fishing
the Tweed the recaptures recorded most likely
represent only a small proportion of those within
the Tweed each season. It is therefore fairly clear
that there is significant “recycling” of individual
Brown trout amongst Tweed anglers. It is also clear
that an individual trout can contribute to catches
over multiple seasons and not just within a single
fishing season. When we look at recapture rate
by size (Graph 10) it also clearly shows that the
recapture rate goes up with size. Whilst the anglers
themselves may be prioritising larger rising trout
ahead of smaller ones, and creating some bias in
the results, the steady increase we see between
quite a large size range does suggest that there is
something in the findings and as such it seems that
larger trout are more likely to be caught on multiple
occasions than smaller ones.

Graph 10: Brown Trout % Recapture Rate by Size

As a single trout can potentially contribute towards the catches of multiple anglers, Catch and Release therefore has the potential to
increase Brown trout catches within Angling Association waters. As most Tweed Brown trout anglers voluntarily release the trout they
catch and most Angling Associations operate Catch and Release for trout of the size recorded, it is likely that we are already seeing the
benefits in some Association waters.
The Tweed Foundation would like to express its thanks to those anglers who participated by sending in Brown trout photographs
during the 2017 trout fishing season.

GET INVOLVED
The Tweed Foundation would like to expand on this project and is currently appealing for anglers to take photographs of the Brown trout
they catch during 2018. In addition a video has been uploaded onto the Tweed Foundation YouTube page showing how to take suitable
photographs of trout whilst minimizing stress. For more information email Kenny Galt at: kgalt@tweedfoundation.org.uk
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Brown Trout
Brown Trout Tracking

Map 4: Tracking receiver locations

Map 5: Approximate summer locations of tagged trout
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Brown Trout

Tagged trout, No. 1151

As reported in last year’s Annual Report, five Brown trout between
40cm and 55cm were tagged leaving their spawning burn near
Tweedsmuir in Autumn 2016. The fish were fitted with acoustic
tags, which last for up to two years, and can be picked up by
several stationary tracking receivers spread along the main
stem of the Tweed (Map 4) if the fish move past them. Mobile
tracking equipment is also used but is less reliable. Between the
two methods of detection, trout can be tracked during their post
spawning migrations to where they feed during the trout fishing
season, and back to their spawning burn.
After leaving their spawning burn, all five tagged trout moved
downstream fairly rapidly before stopping somewhere in
between the Stobo and Innerleithen receivers. Four of the
trout remained in this general area throughout the trout fishing
season. The fifth (1152) moved down to the Middle Tweed in
January 2017 where it spent the summer. Two of the four trout
which remained in the Upper Tweed were manually tracked,
with one female trout (1151) located at Manorfoot and a male
(1150) at Cardrona. Table 7 gives the downstream migration
distances between the spawning burn and where the trout were
located during the trout fishing season. To date it would appear
that most of the Brown trout that spawn in the Tweedsmuir burn
migrate downstream between 10 and 20 miles to their summer
location (albeit only a small number of fish have been tracked so

far). As such, they would appear to mostly stay within the waters
of the Peeblesshire Trout Fishing Association.
At the end of the summer two of the tagged trout returned
to spawn in the burn where they were tagged, one migrating
upstream in September which waited around the mouth of the
burn for over a month before moving in to spawn (1153), the
other (1152) migrated upstream from the Middle Tweed in late
September before moving into the burn in mid October. A third
female trout (1151) stayed in its summer location, seemingly
missing out on spawning for a year. The other two tagged
trout (1150 and 1154) remain unaccounted for, although there
is a small chance they may still be alive as the mobile tracking
equipment cannot pick up detections in “noisy” water. Of
the two trout which returned to the burn to spawn, one has
completed spawning and has returned to the Tweed but, as yet,
(March 2018) has not returned to the same area where it spent
most of 2017 (it is currently somewhere upstream of Stobo).
The other is either still in the spawning burn or, more likely, has
been taken by a predator pre or post spawning. A sixth trout
was tagged in November 2017 and was recorded moving out
of its spawning burn fairly rapidly but also remains somewhere
upstream of Stobo. The Peeblesshire Trout Fishing Association
has kindly donated funds allowing for ten more Brown trout to
be tagged in Autumn 2018.

Tag Number/
Brown Trout ID

Length
(cm)

Sex

Date Tagged

Brown Trout Season Location

Downstream Migration

1150

52

M

01.11.2016

Cardrona

18 miles

1151

54

F

01.11.2016

Manorfoot

12 miles

1152

48

F

20.11.2016

Between Boleside and Upper Mertoun

35-45 miles

1153

43

F

20.11.2016

Between Stobo and Glenormiston

10-20 miles

1154

52

M

24.11.2016

Between Stobo and Glenormiston

10-20 miles

1155

50

F

01.11.2017

n/a

n/a

*

55

M

n/a

Juniper Bank

25 miles

*Trout caught in Tweedsmuir trap was identified from the spot pattern recognition database as a trout caught by an angler at both Walkerburn and Juniper Bank in May and June 2016.
Table 7: Tweedsmuir tagged Trout details
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Fish Easements
In the 2016 Annual Report we described a fish
easement that was installed in an impassable
culvert at the bottom of the Toddle Burn, a trout
spawning burn which flows into the Gala Water.
Electro-fishing was carried out in the burn in the
summer of 2017 to assess whether the easement
had been successful and had re-established fish
access. The electro-fishing showed the easement
to be a complete success and it has allowed trout
from the Gala Water to access the burn and use
it for spawning. This resulted in an approximate
700% increase in trout fry numbers within the
burn in 2017. Over the next few seasons these
juveniles will drop out of the burn with many
hopefully stopping in areas fished by anglers.
Following the success in the Toddle Burn, a
second easement was installed in October 2017
in a culvert at the bottom of the Halk Burn (also
Gala Water). The width and length of the culvert
Toddle Burn electro-fishing site
base resulted in very shallow and fast flows which
made fish passage through the culvert difficult. To improve access, alternating left and right baffles were attached to the base slowing
flows and increasing the depth from a few centimetres at low flows to between 20cm and 30cms. Unlike the Toddle Burn, the Halk
Burn culvert was not a complete obstruction to the movement of spawning trout. However, patchy electro-fishing results upstream of
the culvert indicated that fish access was only possible under certain flows and not enough fish were getting through in some years
to fully stock the burn with juveniles. Electro-fishing in summer 2018 will show how successful the easement has been.

Halk Burn culvert before work

Halk Burn culvert with baffles installed

The Tweed Foundation would like to thank the Gala Angling Association who carried out much of the easement works and contributed
financially. We would also like to thank the River Tweed Commission for their financial contribution and Scottish Borders Council for allowing
us to install the easements. The Foundation hopes to work with more Angling Associations to carry out minor easement works in other parts
of the catchment in future years.
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Upper Tweed Fish Trap

Glensax Burn after fish trap removal, Autumn 2017

Glensax Fish Trap
Whilst the juvenile stages of trout are easily sampled by electrofishing the small burns in the Tweed catchment, the older,
larger stages that have moved down into the deeper waters
of tributaries, the main channel or out to sea, are much more
difficult to work with. However, an opportunity to sample these
larger trout occurs when they run up small burns to spawn as
they can be trapped. Sampling adult trout in their home burns
allows examination of the actual population units, rather than
the mix of adults from many spawning burns that would be
found if the larger channels could be sampled. Further, by
combining trap catches of adults with electro-fishing data from
the same burns, a picture of whole trout populations can be
constructed, rather than as either adults or juveniles alone.
Over the years The Foundation’s trap at Glensax has provided
a fascinating amount of data on the burn’s trout population
structure and the way spawning fish utilise the smaller burns as
water levels vary, and also on how these can effect the ability of
juvenile fish to leave.
The Glensax Burn has been important in helping our
understanding of the relationship between Brown trout and Seatrout within the Tweed system, and how freshwater residency
and anadromy can vary between the sexes even within a single
spawning population. The data gathered has shown that large
numbers of trout can run this burn at spawning time; however,
a significant proportion of these are small and immature. The
spawning trout are a mixture of predominately small, earlymaturing, male Brown trout and much larger female Sea-trout,
indicating a spawning population where the males and females
can adopt different life history strategies for survival.

Glensax fish trap in operation

in the Glensax Burn, indicating that this form of population
structure may be quite common within the Tweed. Glensax was,
however, the ‘pioneer’ in this area, being the first burn trapped
to show such a structure.
Only one fish trap to date, located on a burn in Tweed’s
headwaters, has shown a different relationship between Brown
and Sea trout: that burn holds a long-lived, late maturing
spawning population of predominately Brown trout with an
almost entirely resident juvenile class emigrating out of the burn.
After eighteen years of operation, Glensax has now fulfilled its
monitoring function and so the facility was removed during the
autumn and the burn reinstated.

The juvenile trout that moved down through the Glensax trap
were mostly fully silvered and can be regarded as Sea-trout
smolts – this is not surprising, given that almost all the adult
females that were caught at this trap were Sea-trout.
A number of other burns have since been trapped by The
Foundation and shown similar population structures to that

Trout from the Glensax trap: 2 female Sea-trout and a much smaller male Brown trout
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Other Species
2017 Grayling Catches
The Earlston Grayling and Inter-club Competitions, fished in
January and August respectively, provide our main sources of
Grayling catch data and make up the information on which most
of our Grayling catch summaries are based. Both competitions
are fished primarily on the Middle Tweed.
Despite reasonably good conditions on the day of both
competitions, the Grayling catches in both the 2017 Earlston
Grayling and Inter-club competitions were well below usual
expectations, with an average catch per angler of 1.4 and 0.5
Grayling respectively (the competition averages being 2.1 and
2.4). Whilst the catches were poor in 2017, one of the benefits
of having over 20 years’ worth of competition records from the
Earlston Grayling competition is that it shows that fluctuations
in Grayling numbers from year to year is a natural occurrence
within the populations. Over time, therefore, peaks and troughs
are seen in Grayling catches and below average years can be
quickly followed by very good years. The perfect example of
this is from the 2011 Grayling competition which produced the

lowest catch average per angler of the last 20 years. In contrast
the average catch in 2012 was the highest on record, most likely
as a result of increased survival of younger Grayling. The catches
also show that even in the poorest years reasonable catches
still are made – although these catches will undoubtedly be
considered poor by anglers given the expectations brought
about by the catches in the best years.
Whilst Grayling numbers are known to naturally vary a number
of anglers have expressed concerns about recent increases
in Cormorant numbers on the river. At present there is no
correlation between Grayling catch rates and Cormorant
numbers (catches from both the Earlston Grayling and Interclub competitions have been compared as well as the Grayling
by-catch from trout catch log books). However, more resources
are currently being made available to look at the impacts of bird
predation on fish stocks (see Page 14).

Grayling catches were below average in 2017
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Pink Salmon

A male Pink Salmon caught on Boleside in 2017

The Pink Salmon, Oncorhynchus gorbushcha, is a Pacific species
first introduced to the Kola peninsula of Russia in the 1960s and,
after this failed, again in the 1980s. It is now established both on
the Kola and in Arctic Norway and Finland. A great number of
records were made in 2017, not only in Britain but throughout
the North-east Atlantic and Iceland.
The very first record of Pink Salmon in the British Isles was in
1960, at the Altens nets at Aberdeen, the second record was in
1965 at Norham. There were a few others in 1967 and in 1973,
then no more: this pattern matches the first stocking in the Kola
peninsula that failed to establish. The first record from the second
attempt on the Kola was in the R. Leven, Dumbarton in 2003. The
next records were in 2007, one from the R Camel, in Devon, and
the others from Boleside and Norham. There were no reports in
2009, then two turned up in 2011: one at the Paxton nets, the
other in the fish shop in Kelso, which had been caught in drift
nets off Amble. There were no reports in 2013, then in 2015 a
female full of eggs was caught at Canny.
While previous records have been in ones and twos and from only
a small number of rivers, 2017 was very different, with seventy
or so records from 18 British rivers, particularly in the north of
Scotland. There were 12 records from the Tweed, though more
were probably caught and not recognised, although once they
start to colour up and the males develop humps, they are very
obvious. Fresher fish, when still silvery, can be misidentified.

For the first time in Scotland there have been observations of
actual spawning, in the Spey, the Ness, the Nairn and the Dee
and film clips of Pink Salmon spawning can be found on the
website of the Ness and Beauly Board. No reports of spawning
activity in the Tweed were made as the river was too high during
the period when spawning was being seen on other rivers for
observations to be made. A shoal reported from Tillmouth, for
example, could well have spawned there unobserved.
The issue now is whether they can establish. A number of
deliberate introductions in Canada have failed in the past, so
long-term establishment is not inevitable, even if spawning
occurs. The Kola stock is of a northern origin, and it may be too
warm here for them to develop and hatch at a suitable time of
year and this is what is suggested by the results of egg box-trials
made on the R. Ness. In these trials, 200 eggs were removed from
redds on 4th September and placed in plastic boxes buried in the
gravel so their development could be monitored. The first eggs
hatched on 23rd September but only about 3% did so in total.
Those that did hatch did develop further but none reached the
stage of emerging from the gravel (information from C. Conroy,
the Ness and Beauly Board). While this does not rule out any
successful emergence from some of the many redds reported
from northern rivers, it does suggest that the conditions are not
right for successful spawning of Pink Salmon in Scotland – no
native salmonids are Summer spawners and none migrate to
sea in early Winter.
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Education – Snapshot 2017
FEBRUARY
The early months of each year are usually
dominated by presentations and 2017 saw
presentations on the Brown trout work carried
out by The Foundation given at the AGMs
of the Gala AA, Ladykirk & Norham AA and
Peeblesshire TFA. Dr Ronald Campbell also gave
a presentation on changes in Salmon run timing
to the Annual Meeting of the Scottish Fisheries
Coordination Centre.

Photo: Peeblesshire TFA presentation

MARCH
March was dominated by the Conference
jointly hosted by The Tweed Foundation and
the Atlantic Salmon Trust on smolt migration.
The event took place in Berwick-Upon-Tweed.
A report on the Conference is now available:

“From Headwater to Headland Improving Smolt Survival in Rivers
and Estuaries”

http://www.rivertweed.org.uk/news/?P=6091
Photo: Smolt Migration Conference

APRIL
During April two visits were made to St Boswells
Primary school to help with the school’s projecton
the animal life found in the River Tweed.

Photo: St Boswells Primary School pupils were introduced to
freshwater fish and invertebrates
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Education – Snapshot 2017

MAY
May is normally one of the busiest months for education work and 2017 was no different. During May, The Foundation gave an electrofishing display at Wilton Park (Hawick); visited Ancrum, Newlands and St Mary’s Primary schools to talk about fish and invertebrates;
and participated in the Peeblesshire TFA family fishing day at Kailzie Fishery. TweedStart days were held for Grove, Lauder, Morebattle,
Yetholm and Wilton schools.
TweedStart also participated in
the Border Union Agricultural
Society’s Children’s Day at
Springwood Park, Kelso displaying
pond and river invertebrates (the
event was attended by over 1,000
primary school children from
across the Scottish Borders).

Photos: TweedStart days were held for Grove,
Lauder, Morebattle, Yetholm and Wilton
schools (above); an electro-fishing display
was given for Newlands Primary School
(right)
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Education – Snapshot 2017

Photo: The Tweed Foundation participated in the Glendale Agricultural Show Countryside Day which was attended by over 1,000 primary school children

JUNE
In June The Foundation participated in the Glendale Agricultural Society’s Countryside Day near Wooler (an event attended by over
1,000 primary school children from across Northumberland), showing the children the types of fish that live in the Tweed. The Tweed
Foundation also visited Ancrum Primary School and Ford First School to talk about the fish and invertebrates that live in the River
Tweed. A TweedStart day was held for St Boswells Primary School.

JULY
An electro-fishing and fish identification
demonstration was given on the River
Ettrick at Selkirk to parents and children
from a Selkirk pre-school group.
Photo: a lower Ettrick grayling fry caught during the
electro-fishing demonstration for a Selkirk pre-school
group
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Education – Snapshot 2017

Photo: The Foundation participated in St Mary’s Schools “Bang Goes the Borders” science event

AUGUST & SEPTEMBER
In late August Dr Ronald Campbell represented The Tweed Foundation and the River Tweed at Scotland’s Salmon Festival
Conference in Inverness. In September, Electro-fishing demonstrations were given to Earlston High School and at Wilton Park
(Hawick), and The Foundation also participated in St Mary’s Primary School’s “Bang Goes the Borders” Science day. The month
finished with a visit by representatives from the River Alta in Norway. Presentations were given, and discussions were had, on both
river systems and their management.

OCTOBER & NOVEMBER
The Foundation participated in the Royal
Highland Education Trust’s Estate day at The
Hirsel where our work was discussed with
groups of secondary school pupils from
Berwickshire High School. A classroom visit
discussing the animals that live in the River
Tweed was made to Coldstream Primary
School as part of their River Tweed project. To
finish the year a presentation on the Natural
History of the River Tweed and the work of
The Foundation was given to the Jedburgh
Probus Club.
Photo: Jedburgh Probus Club Presentation
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Education – Snapshot 2017
Education
St Boswells Primary School Visit – Peeblesshire TFA Family Fishing Day - Ancrum Primary School Visit - EF Display Wilton Park Newlands Primary School Visit - St Mary’s Primary School Visit - Glendale Agricultural Show Countryside Day - Ancrum Primary
School Visit - Ford First School Day Visit - Selkirk Pre-school group EF display - Earlston High School Fish Survey Demonstration
- “Bang goes the Borders” - Coldstream Primary School Visit - Royal Highland Education Trust Hirsel Estate Day

TweedStart
Grove School - Wilton School - Morebattle Primary - Yetholm Primary - Lauder Primary - Border Union Agricultural Society
Children’s Day (as TweedStart) - St Boswells Primary

Seminars/Presentations
Tweed Boatman’s meeting - SFCC Annual Meeting - Gala AA AGM - Peeblesshire TFA AGM - Ladykirk & Norham AA AGM Migration Seminar with Atlantic Salmon Trust - Salmon Festival Inverness - River Alta Delegates Visit - Jedburgh Probus Club

Photo: Delegates from the River Alta, Norway, visited The Tweed Foundation in late September
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Consultancy

2017 CONSULTANCY
UNDERTAKEN
• Quixwood Windfarm post
construction monitoring
• Pine Burn Windfarm fish
survey
• Report & Mitigation solutions
for pollution event
• Clyde Windfarm fish survey
• Fish Rescue (all species),
Turfford Burn
• Eddleston Water Fish
Monitoring Programme
(partnership working with the
Forth Fisheries Trust) Year 1

Our Services

The Tweed Foundation provides a range of biological and environmental consultancy services
for both the private and public sectors in the Tweed District
* Biological Surveys: Fish & Lamprey populations; Invertbrate populations *Data storage and mapping advice *Fish rescues
*Environmental Impact Assessment surveys and monitoring *Scale reading and interpretation *Fisheries Management planning advice
*Catch data analysis
									
All our biological staff are trained, are highly experienced and have extensive knowledge of the Tweed catchment. Bespoke data,
collected for specific tasks, can often be matched and compared with other data from our long series of records which have
been collected over many years. This can give a more robust picture of environmental factors than simply taking spot samples.
For more information: http://www.tweedfoundation.org.uk/html/our_services.html
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Scale Reading
GET INVOLVED

Method for collecting Salmon and Trout scales
Take scales here

Scale collection yields vital information
on the life of a fish and helps inform the
management of stocks for the future
• Help by joining the list of beats which regularly
collect scales for us
• It isn’t just Salmon scales we’d like: Trout &
Grayling scales add to our knowledge as well

For length, measure from tip of snout to
inside of tail fork

• Watch the video on our YouTube channel to
show how scales can be taken safely

• The scales are taken from the area shown above with a blade.

• Contact the Tweed Foundation for more
information

• Run the blade several times across the target area from the head to tail
direction to remove the slime.
• Now run the blade in the opposite direction (tail to head) to remove a
sample of about six to twelve scales. The scales will collect on the blade.
• Insert the blade into the scale packet. Hold the blade firmly through the
packet and pull out the blade. This will wipe the blade clean, leaving the
scales in the packet.
• Alternatively a pair of tweezers can be used to pick off scales.

Reading Fish Scales

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=-nOoFkS5qA0

Find us on Social Media
Visit our Website
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk

Tweed on the Web

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
Information, reports, the Tweed Fisheries Management Plan,
TweedStart, Wheelyboats, Seminar alerts, Auction brochures
& Scientific papers on The Tweed Foundation’s work.

www.rtc.org.uk

The River Tweed Commission’s website for Angling Codes,
Annual Reports and other legislative information relating to
the River.

www.rivertweed.org.uk

Features all types of News pieces from the River Tweed,
information/advice, and a biology Blog.
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Watch Tweed TV
Videos and film clips of our work and information for anglers
https://www.youtube.com/user/tweedfoundation

The Tweed Foundation
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Accounts
The Tweed Foundation Limited
(A charitable company limited by guarantee)

Statement of Financial Activities
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Unrestricted Funds
£

Restricted
Funds
£

2017 Total
Funds
£

2016 Total
Funds
£

Income & Endowments from:
Donations & Legacies

152,833

-

152,833

169,931

Charitable Activities

14,606

67,648

82,254

88,783

Investment Income

15,231

-

15,231

11,974

Total

182,670

67,648

250,318

270,688

7,966

32

7,998

4,316

Research & Conservation

17,055

5,551

22,606

32,556

Scientific Staff

109,628

3,605

113,233

113,327

Governance & Office Costs

62,048

-

62,048

75,242

Expenditure on:
Raising Funds

Charitable Activities

Depreciation, etc.

4,808

-

4,808

7,258

Total

201,505

9,188

210,693

232,699

Net gains/(losses) on Investments

24,412

-

24,412

58,206

Net Income

5,577

58,460

64,037

96,195

Total Funds Brought Forward

719,423

32,591

752,014

655,819

Total Funds Carried Forward

725,000

91,051

816,051

752,014

Reconciliation of Funds

Continuing Operations
All income and expenditure has
arisen from continuing activities.

Extract from the 2017 Accounts
The financial information set out on this page has been extracted from The Tweed Foundation
Limited’s full audited accounts, on which the auditors, Rennie Welch, reported without qualification.
Further financial information can be found on The Tweed Foundation’s website at:
www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
Copies of the full audited accounts are available upon request.
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Tweedswood and the Leaderfoot Viaduct
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2017 Objectives & Achievments

Medium Dark Olive resting on Dryburgh Suspension Bridge

AIM

ACHIEVEMENT

Education

To continue educational meetings and
publications explaining the work of The
Foundation and the natural histories of our
fish species to a wide audience.

This was achieved by continuing the presence at public and school
meetings (including large events for schools both sides of the Borders
in the Glendale and Border Union Countryside Days) demonstration
visits to schools and colleges, TweedStart days for children, regular
meetings with Tweed Angling clubs, field demonstrations, as well as
publications. Also, a major two-day scientifc Conference was held on
Smolt Migration, in conjunction with the AST, and attracted scientists
and biologists both as speakers and attendees from around the world.
A Tweed Foundation Facebook page has been developed to aim
better communication with the fishing community.

Scale Reading

To continue the programme of collecting
and reading scales of Salmon, Sea-trout
and Brown Trout to help identify their
population structures on Tweed. To develop
databases to hold information and from
which to produce analyses and reports.

Achieved: the database now has well in excess of 29,000 records and
this historical record continues to be of great interest to research
scientists. The drive to get more boatmen to participate in scale
taking to add to the database is continuing and is highly dependent
on catches on the river.

Exploitation

To continue to estimate the level of
exploitation of Salmon and Sea-trout in
Tweed by netting and tagging fish

Achieved: this on-going work uses the facility of the Paxton House
netting station, the exclusive use of which was leased to the River
Tweed Commission for research and management purposes.

Tweed Traps & Trout
Tracking

The monitoring of the fish traps on
Tweed to help understand the population
dynamics and relationships of Brown Trout
and Sea-trout and their connections with
their environments continued.

One Upper Tweed trap was operated in the autumn of the year
to continue this long term work and a new study was started on
tagging and tracking Brown Trout to monitor their movements in the
system. A dedicated smolt trap on the Gala Water has been designed
and will be operational next year.

Tweed Trout & Grayling
Initiative (TTGI)

The wild Trout and Grayling Initiative on
Tweed, working with Angling Clubs to
develop sustainable management plans
for trout and grayling based on collection
of catch data through the logbook scheme
and other means was maintained. Surveys
of trout burns and plans for mitigation of
any problems found continued.

Surveys of trout burns and plans for mitigation of any problems
found continued on the River Leader, Gala, Yarrow, Ettrick, Teviot,
Till, and Upper Tweed. The Brown Trout recapture study continued,
utilising spots on gill covers to identify individual fish. One further
minor obstacle to fish passage was undertaken in conjunction
with one of the angling clubs. Monitoring of obstacle easement in
previous years was undertaken and extremely positive results were
noted to greatly improve access for migrating fish.

Geographical
Information System
(GIS)

GIS continues to be the prime method of
data and information management and
retrieval on Tweed. Systems to extend and
improve the output from the GIS to speed
up data retrieval and analysis to improve
inputs to the management work as a whole
were implemented.

On-going to refine detail. Work on methods of estimating of
streambed area for the Whiteadder, Ettrick and Gala spawning areas
where counter data now exists was completed, which has potential
for applying to the model used to set Conservation Limits to areas
above fish counters.

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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2017 Objectives & Achievments
AIM

ACHIEVEMENT

Fish Counters

To operate and to analyse the data of the
existing fish counters on the Whiteadder
and Gala. To assist in the important
installation of a new counter on the Ettrick
Water by Marine Scotland Science.

Partially achieved: Marine Scotland provided a 50% grant for a
new fish counter system on the Ettrick and it had been hoped that
installation would be completed in autumn 2017. However, work
on maintaining water flow down the existing fish pass proved
complicated and so, whilst the new fish counter equipment was
purchased during the year, it will be installed in early 2018. The flow
regime issues were resolved to enable that work to take place.

Fry Indexing and
Electro-fishing

To continue the fry indexing on the
tributaries: in 2016 the surveys were on
the Rivers Leader, Gala, Ettick and Yarrow,
Upper Tweed, Teviot and Till. In particular
to understand the physical conditions that
determine the boundaries between trout
and salmon areas.

Achieved. Further, additional, electro-fishing was carried out in 2017
in some areas surveyed outwith the three-year cycle to ensure that
juvenile stock recovery - following 2015/16 floods - had occurred; all
areas were found to have recovered.

Catch Data

To continue analysis of historic and recent
catch data to find the natural, long-term
changes in Salmon populations so any
novel changes that could indicate problems
can be distinguished.

Achieved. The Tweed Foundation continues to gather information
and disseminate it in the light of the third year of poor catches on
the river. The message regarding long term changes in run timing
continued to be given, and including on the Tweed web pages.

Invasive Species

To promote the Tweed protection of natural
biodiversity policy which identifies the new
and invasive species as posing the greatest
threat to the Tweed ecosystem.

Achieved.

Consultancy

To continue to deliver efficient and
good value biological survey facilities to
developers and others on the River.

Achieved: the demand for consultancy was far less during 2017,
but the Foundation undertook several smaller projects, including
collaborative work with both the Clyde and Forth trusts.

Physical Parameters

To assist Marine Scotland Science
implement a national network programme
of temperature monitoring.

Achieved. Monitoring of the network installed in 2016 is on-going
and data shared with MSS, which has produced some ‘heat’ maps
from last year’s information.

St Mary’s Loch

Work with SEPA, Scottish Water and Scottish
Borders Council to establish proper fish
passage at the outfall of St Mary’s Loch

Monitoring of two of the burns which feed in to the fishway was
undertaken during 2017; numbers were low, but this is due to the
nature of the burns and the stocks that they hold rather than any
defect in the fishway structure.

Predators

To continue monitoring predators in the
catchment both through main stem counts
but also through index monitoring at
roosts and at strategic points throughout
the District which will allow a measure of
whole catchment distribution to be made.
To analyse the frequency of damage types
on young fish in relation to run timing and
sizes using the existing fish traps.

Achieved: this is on-going work, and being expanded with the
facility at the Gala fish counter being developed to allow smolt
movement to be recorded. Stomach contents of birds shot under
licence were also collected for further analysis. Plans to undertake a
trial of piscivorous bird tracking were taken forward, but licences to
undertake the work were not obtained by autumn 2017, and will be
pursued next year. Records of other types of damage to fish (by sea
mammals) continued to be noted via the Paxton netting facility.

Tweed Wheelyboats

To continue to provide access for lessable anglers through the provision of
wheelyboats.

Achieved – ongoing although usage minimal once again during the
2017 season due to water and fishing conditions.

Genetics

To continue work with Napier University
using chemical analysis (stable isotope
ratios) to map maternal Sea-trout and
Brown trout spawning distributions

Partially achieved - not complete although the technique was
established as an effective way of establishing the source of offspring.
Further work on this will be done in the coming year.
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Join: Friends of The Tweed Foundation
Friends of The Tweed Foundation
As a charitable trust, The Tweed Foundation relies on the support and generosity of many organisations and individuals to help fund
its work. If you would like to help The Foundation, or make a donation, please fill in the form below, or contact us.

Your Details

Friends of The Tweed Foundation
I enclose a cheque, payable to The Tweed Foundation,
made up as follows:

Name:
Address:

Postcode:
Tel:

Ordinary Annual Friendship

£ 15

Joint Annual Friendship

£ 23

Ordinary Life Friendship

£ 250

Donation

£

TOTAL CHEQUE

£

The Tweed Foundation also has a Benefactor Scheme.
Further information about this category of membership is
available on request.

Mobile:
Email:

Standing Order Mandate
If you would like to pay future subscriptions as a Friend of The Tweed Foundation by Standing Order,
please complete the following:
Name:
[Please Print]

To:
[Bank Name]

Of:
[Full Address]

Please pay:
[Enter relevant membership fee in words]

pounds to The Tweed Foundation (Sort Code 83-23-18, Account No. 00275893)
on the 15th January
Signed:

[enter year] and each year thereafter until further notice.
Dated:

Account Name or Number:
Sort Code:
Please send to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, Roxburghshire, TD6 9DJ
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Donations & Gift Aid
Please Support Our Work By Making A Donation
Complete for all Donations
I would like The Tweed Foundation [Registered Charity No. SC011055] to treat all donations made since 6th April 2000,
and all further donations made from the date of this declaration, as Gift Aid until I notify you otherwise.
Please note that Gift Aid can only be claimed on payments made from your personal funds.
Funds from limited companies, associations and other charities are not eligible.
Your Details
Surname:
Forename:
Title:
Address:

Please tell us if:
You change your name or address while the declaration
is in force
You no longer pay tax on your income or capital gains
tax equal to the tax the charity claims
If you wish to cancel your declaration at any time. All
subsequent donations from the date of cancellation
will be deemed as non gift-aided

Tel:

Note:
If you pay tax at the higher rate, you can claim further
tax relief in your Self Assessment tax return
Keep a copy of this form for your tax affairs and your
own record
The Tweed Foundation will benefit from tax recovery

Mobile:

Signature:

Email:

Date:

Postcode

I would like to donate the sum of £
As a Gift Aid Donation to The Tweed Foundation
(Cheque/cash enclosed. Only complete if you wish to make a one-off donation)

For Making Annual Donations by Standing Order – Please complete this section
To The Manager:

Please Credit

Bank/Building Soc:

The Tweed Foundation
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc
7 The Square, Kelso, TD5 7HG

Address:

Account No: 00275893

Postcode:
Account No:

Sort Code:

Sort Code: 83-23-18

With the sum of £
as a Gift Aid Donation

(pounds)

On the

(day)

of

(month)

20

(year)

And the same day each year onwards
In all cases, please return this form to: The Tweed Foundation, Drygrange Steading, Melrose, TD6 9DJ
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www.tweedfoundation.org.uk

Total river length includes first and second order watercourses

Map of the Tweed Catchment

www.tweedfoundation.org.uk
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